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How does watching YouTube fashion
content impact perception of appearance:
a phenomenological study of Korean
women in Generation Z
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Generation Z grew up in a media-friendly environment, and this study aimed to examine how

YouTube influences their perception of appearance. The research followed the methodolo-

gical procedures of Giorgi’s phenomenology and conducted in-depth interviews of 15 Korean

women who were born between 1995 and 2005 and enjoyed watching fashion-related

YouTube content. The results showed that Generation Z was greatly influenced by fashion

YouTubers and the visual stimuli they provided. They had a positive attitude towards You-

Tubers, actively participated in online non-face-to-face communication and tried to look like

them. Their watching of YouTube fashion content had a variety of influences with regard to

their perception of looks and appearance management. Repeated exposure to YouTubers’

slim bodies and appearance-related content led viewers to accept this body type as the ideal.

Moreover, appearance-related information provided by YouTubers was being used as indexes

of their lifestyles and consumption habits. Though YouTubers’ influence was both positive

and negative, Generation Z’s pursuit of their own personalities made YouTube an indepen-

dent fashion medium that was not affected by space or time.
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Introduction

Generation Z is growing up alongside the development of
high-tech mobile devices, which they use to achieve their
multiple purposes (Southgate, 2017). They are rising as a

new social power and main consumers in the global market with
their simultaneous pursuit of information and fun, while sharing
their experiences with others on social networks or watching
videos produced by YouTubers (Hasnan, 2019). They are not
only interested in appearance management, dieting and exercis-
ing but also in fashion and shopping to express their identity
(Pastore, 2020). Compared to other generations, they are a gen-
eration that actively participates in live streaming and chatting on
YouTube (Park, 2019) and is most influenced by information
provided by influencers on YouTube than by entertainers (Mul-
len, 2019). Generation Z acquires information from social media
platforms and share it with others, thereby producing a new kind
of information. We need to pay attention to the fact that they are
affected by influencers on social media platforms; these influen-
cers are a new type of celebrities, and Generation Z shares
stronger bonds with them than with celebrities in traditional
media (Tran and Strutton, 2014) and tend to perceive their
information as more authentic (Stefanone et al., 2010; Wiley,
2014). According to Choi and Behm-Morawitz (2017), YouTube
viewers have more confidence in the video content of YouTubers
if they are attractive. However, we cannot overlook the influence
of social media and how it makes women dissatisfied with their
body and how they look (Fardouly and Vartanian, 2015). There is
a positive correlation between exposure to ideal images on social
media and physical dissatisfaction in young women (Tamplin
et al., 2018). The media portrayals of the ideal appearance
negatively impact women’s perception of body image or mood
more than it does young men (Perloff, 2014).

Hence, the purpose of this study is to examine the influence of
YouTube on Generation Z with regard to their perception of
looks and their appearance management behaviour. This study is
significant because it expands our academic understanding of
Generation Z, highlights the place of YouTube as a new medium
for Generation Z and examines fashion-related YouTube content.
Moreover, because YouTube influences the general lifestyle and
consumption behaviour of Generation Z, it is expected that
research on the media uses of this generation will contribute to
the development of the fashion industry to better target the new
generation. Most previous studies analysed the effects of printed
or traditional media and TV celebrities rather than the YouTube
platform, which is now attracting attention. A few studies have
shed light on the YouTube platform, which actively utilised by
Generation Z, and on the consumption of very popular fashion-
related content. It is expected that videos on physical charm and
looks created by YouTube fashion influencers and their com-
municative modes will have various effects on watching YouTube
fashion content and the appearance management behaviour of
Generation Z.

Literature review
Conceptualisation and characteristics of Generation Z. Gen-
eration Z, which is recently attracting attention, refers to the
generation born between 1995 and 2005. There is a general
agreement that Generation Z appeared in 1995 (Berkup, 2014;
Adecco, 2015; Priporas et al., 2017), but some say they appeared
in 2000 when they began to attract attention (Bennett et al., 2012;
Ozkan and Solmaz, 2015). Bearing in mind the opinion of a lot of
scholars and the fact that Generation Y, who came immediately
before Generation Z, is regarded as people who were born before
1995—1994 latest (Morton, 2002), this research defined Gen-
eration Z as those born between 1995 and 2005. They are referred

to as ‘Generation Z’, corresponding to the last letter of the
alphabet. According to Chicca and Shellenbarger (2018), as the
generation that widely absorbs digital culture, Generation Z has a
strong individualistic tendency to pursue practicality based on
their satisfaction and tastes and, in general, is sceptical about
external information and advertisements. Based on several recent
reports, papers, articles, and books about the characteristics of
Generation Z, they can be deduced to have three defining
characteristics.

First, Generation Z is considered to be the digital generation
because of their active and native-speaker use of digital content
(Wiedmer, 2015). Unlike the millennial generation that encoun-
tered digital media as they grew up, Generation Z was raised
during a marketing flood of digital devices. They became familiar
with devices like TVs, computers, tablet PCs and smartphones as
soon as they were born, often using five screens at the same time
(Lypnytska, 2019). Southgate (2017) notes that there is a steady
decline in the rate at which Generation Z watch TV, read books
and listen to the radio while there is a significant increase in the
amount of time spent on mobile devices. They created the
‘influencer culture’ with their interactions with social media
celebrities (Paton et al., 2019) and regard mobile devices as their
major tool for cultural media production and as a space to play.
The use of various social network platforms on mobile phones
has become an integral part of Generations Z’s daily lives (Ozkan
and Solmaz, 2015). Generation Z has something in common with
Generation Y (millennials)—born between 1980 and 1994—in
that they are both familiar with mobile devices. However,
previous studies show that Generations Y and Z differ in many
aspects (Adecco, 2015; Bolser and Gosciej, 2015). For example, a
comparison of the two generations shows that Generation Z is
better at multitasking, processing information, productivity and
accessing information in a digital space (Adecco, 2015).
Furthermore, in terms of social media use, they are more active
than other generations, replacing face-to-face relations with
media interactions (Lidija et al., 2017). Generation Z pursues both
information and fun simultaneously, while sharing their experi-
ences with others on social networks or watching videos
produced by YouTubers (Hasnan, 2019). Accordingly, they are
heavily influenced by newly rising YouTube celebrities in the field
of fashion, beauty, lifestyle and purchase behaviour (Djafarova
and Rushworth, 2017; Kim et al., 2018). They are constantly
sharing something on the Internet and social media networks
with friends and acquaintances, a situation that can engender
social media addiction (Berkup, 2014).

Second, despite the fact that they are skilled at non-face-to-face
interactions where they share information and opinions with
others online, Generation Z shows project an image of isolation
from others. Excessive exposure to technology can make them
anti-social or unstable and cause mental health problems due to
their weak concentration abilities (Singh and Dangmei, 2016;
Chicca and Shellenbarger, 2018). Na (2018) regards this as the
manifestation of an individualistic tendency, unique to Genera-
tion Z. While they form a group when sharing common concerns
and tastes online, they scatter easily. Therefore, it can be said that
Generation Z is inclined to pursue discontinuous and immediate
ties rather than continual relations with others though they
actively engage in relatively free non-face-to-face relations online
(Daehaknaeil20s Lab, 2018).

Third, Generation Z pursues individuality (Singh and Dang-
mei, 2016), wishes to differentiate themselves from others and is
extremely self-confident (Adecco, 2015; Lorgulescu, 2016). The
Korean Generation Z is interested in leisure activities like gaming,
going to the movies and shopping but invest their allowances in
taking care of their appearance in a bid to ‘show off’ in front of
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others (Park, 2017). They are very interested in appearance
management activities, such as fashion and beauty (Lee, 2019a)
and acquire related and relevant information from social media
platforms. This generation uses smartphones on a daily basis,
actively searching for and purchasing inexpensive products online
(Paton et al., 2019).

As such, the fact that this generation maintains and expands
non-face-to-face relations based on active online communication
and tastes can be interpreted as a new cultural behaviour.
Furthermore, Generation Z places emphasis on appearance
management and individuality, implying that their characteristic
behaviour of watching YouTube fashion videos makes them
different from other generations.

YouTube and fashion content. As a video content sharing site,
YouTube, which has developed rapidly since its creation in 2005,
is a media platform that allows one to upload, watch and share
videos with others (Linkletter et al., 2010). YouTube is growing
based on young users including Generation Z (Kemper, 2019). It
produces and promotes various user-centred content, such as
films, TV programmes, news reports and commercials, as it is a
site where videos can be uploaded and shared easily without
special limitations (PR Newswire, 2019). As a result, it is possible
for YouTube video producers to promote their own channels, for
users to exchange feedback via videos (Tang et al., 2012) and for
viewers with similar concerns to engage in open exchanges by
expressing their ‘likes’, real-time comments, interacting through
chat windows and sharing videos with others. Beyond providing a
large amount of information, YouTube allows people to share
their opinions and stories, and it serves as a source of enter-
tainment (Freeman and Chapman, 2007), improving on the
shortcomings of text-based social media in many ways.

Fashion-related content on YouTube not only provide viewers
with a variety of themes, such as fashion goods, fashion trends
and fashion marketing, but satisfy the needs of consumers by
reflecting rapidly changing fashion trends. Particularly, subscrip-
tion to fashion videos are based on viewers’ tastes, appearance
and fashion. Thus, the ideal image of a YouTuber is as an
informant and the content of their videos can affect viewers’
perceptions (Patrick et al., 2004). The images and visual effects
provided by fashion YouTubers, alongside their unique appear-
ance, diction and expressions help explain fashion styles or
appearance management. These draw attention to the fashion
YouTubers.

Korea is the market with the highest rate of YouTube content
consumption (Byun, 2018). The main concerns of Generation Z
are related to appearance management issues, such as fashion and
beauty, as well as leisure activities such as gaming, films and
shopping (Lee, 2019b). Moreover, YouTube fashion channels on
looks and specific tastes are very popular with young people.
Hence, if we examine the content of YouTube fashion videos, the
manner in which the main viewers consume YouTube contents,
and the resulting change in viewers’ perception and behaviour, we
will have a better understanding of the media culture of the new
generation.

Influence of social media on appearance management. Studies
on the effects of the media on viewers’ perception of looks and
appearance management behaviour have mainly focused on TV
or magazines, regarded as traditional media types (Meier and
Gray, 2014). However, the popularity of printed media such as
magazines has declined among young women, while the con-
sumption of image-based information has increased on social
media (Bell and Dittmar, 2011). The biggest difference between
traditional media (print or televised media) and social media is

that anyone can be a producer and share the content for free.
Also, it is possible to form intimate relationships through online
non-face-to-face interaction with other social media users (Tig-
gemann and Zinoviev, 2019). According to a previous study that
analysed the effect of media type on appearance dissatisfaction in
young women, media exposure is linked to women’s dissatisfac-
tion with their bodies and increased investment of time or money
in the ideal appearance/body. Most social media influencers as
producers of appearance-related content are generally slim
(Grabe et al., 2008). Also, the study of the influence of young and
rich influencers on social media shows that they connect with
followers by sharing YouTube content on luxury lifestyles and
daily appearance management. These content make it easy to
form homogeneousness with influencers because daily-created
fashion-related content are more relatable for young female
viewers (Abidin, 2016). Furthermore, it is possible to form inti-
mate relationships due to the selective information on YouTube
and interacting with followers or influencers using verbal/non-
verbal communication, which have various effects on viewers’
body dissatisfaction (Grabe et al., 2008). The portrayal of women
with the ideal body on YouTube contributes to social comparison
of viewers’ appearance on a daily basis (Myers and Crowther,
2009). Moreover, Keum (2006) asserts that Generation Z’s fre-
quent use of smartphones has led to active use of social media
platforms, and that the body images presented by YouTubers
form a standard that viewers compare their own body image to.

In the last 10 years, a new consumption culture, which involves
acquiring information from YouTube rather than from tradi-
tional media such as TV, radio and magazines, has been
established (Herold, 2008). YouTube is easy to use and provides
seamless access to user-based content (Lee and Watkins, 2016). In
addition, YouTubers also engage in two-way communication,
which allows subscribers or fans to catch a glimpse of their
private lives (Stever and Lawson, 2013). Though their content is
produced by advertisers, YouTubers are perceived as consumers,
similar to viewers and unlike celebrities on TV. Thus, the
communication between an influencer and a viewer is assumed to
be authentic and reliable (Veirman et al., 2017). As a result,
information producers on social media influence numerous
people through indirect relations with ‘followers’ in various
complex manners (Gladwell, 2000). Accordingly, YouTube
influencers play an important role in the fashion industry
(Wiedman et al., 2010). Viewers feel that they will receive positive
feedback on their appearances if they copy celebrities’ lifestyles
(Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017) and learn and practice the
appearance management behaviour of their favourite celebrities.

Previous studies found that viewers used to receive information
on appearance management through traditional media in a one-
way manner in the past. However, YouTube influencers deliver
intimate information about their personal and daily life to viewers
and communicate with them actively. This can have a variety of
effects on Generation Z, who are active in online communities
and are very interested in appearance management.

Method
Regarding the research methodology, a review of literature and
in-depth semi-structured one-on-one interviews were conducted.
First, the literature review identified the characteristics of Gen-
eration Z and the YouTube environment. Next, a questionnaire
was devised for in-depth interviews based on the literature review,
which dealt with the effect of media on the perception of looks
and appearance management behaviour. The reason for using this
research methodology is that interviews are a common method to
collect people’s perception of body images, their emotional
experiences about a body and how to interpret data collected
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(Berry et al., 2010; Snoböhm et al., 2010; Jensen et al., 2014). The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board for parti-
cipant recruitment and research procedures. The interview par-
ticipants consisted of 15 Korean women in Generation Z born
between 1995 and 2005 (as of 2019, those aged between 14 and
24). Based on previous studies and the latest trend that Genera-
tion Z was consuming a lot of fashion-related YouTube content,
this study assumed that young Korean women in Generation Z
were influenced by media through frequent watching of YouTube
videos than other printed media, given that they were highly
interested in many aspects of appearance management, including
fashion, beauty and dieting. Hence, the study recruited Genera-
tion Z women who watched fashion videos that cover introduc-
tions and reviews of fashion goods, fashion coordination, fashion
hauls, fashion trends/knowhow and everyday fashion more than
three times a week on YouTube and/or Instagram (Table 1).

Through interviews with participants, the study surveyed
general perception of appearances, including interest in and
satisfaction with appearance management, and investigated the
viewing frequency of YouTube fashion content, the types of
content watched and favourite videos. The study found that the
most enjoyed YouTube fashion content are fashion product
reviews, hauls and styling. It also found that the participants
spend an average of 5.8 days a week on the YouTube platform
and 2 h and 30 min a day watching fashion-related content.
Questions were asked about attitudes to media, including feelings
and perception about YouTubers, and an analysis conducted of
perceptions formed after watching YouTube fashion videos on
specific aspects of appearance management behaviour, including
facial/body care and fashion styling.

The study employed the methodological procedures of Giorgi’s
(1994) phenomenology to interpret the research findings. Our
four-step data analysis procedure as proposed by Giorgi is as
follows: statements by participants were transcribed to Micro
Software, and repetitive readings of stated data were conducted to
acquire sufficient knowledge about and understanding of all
particulars mentioned by the participants. Next, the transcript
was re-read to identify spontaneous shifts in meaning with
respect to the participants’ experiences of the phenomenon. At
the core of the second phase, meanings inherent in the data were
derived and the contents described were then classified into
meaning units. In other words, the research underlined mean-
ingful words or sentences from participants’ responses and then
put them in meaning units. For instance, if a participant’s

response after watching a video is ‘I see and copy almost every-
thing from YouTube’, ‘Everything is possible if you can have plastic
surgery’, certain words and sentences are highlighted and classi-
fied into meaning units. We extracted phrases that directly relate
to the phenomenon under investigation, such as the participants’
specific use of media experiences and perception of their
appearance and bodies. Third, we attempted to glean participants’
experiences from various perspectives through conversions of
statements of integrated meaning units into academic language.
This process aimed to increase the connection with the research
theme by categorising subthemes to structural themes (Jensen
et al., 2014). In the final step, after understanding what partici-
pants’ statements mean for this research, textural subthemes from
meaning units were integrated into coherent statements. We also
emphasised the meaning of experiences through interpretive and
reflective writings (Kim and Jung, 2017).

Findings. The general media usage of the participants were
examined, including when and why they watch YouTube fashion
content as well as the content and characteristics of the content
they watch.

The research findings show that most participants never or
rarely watched TV because they can watch TV programmes on
YouTube. They said that they see YouTube as an efficient
medium because they can spend their spare time alone,
summarise and immediately watch important parts only through
their mobile phones, and that information search through
YouTube is unlimited in terms of space and time. Moreover,
fashion information can be uploaded faster than on other media
platforms. They also get notifications to watch newly uploaded
videos by YouTubers’ whose channel they are subscribed to. This
is especially so for the teenage participants who spend their spare
time watching as much YouTube videos as possible. They access
YouTube habitually in addition to searching for information and
describe it as similar to turning on a TV or watching the drama
played out by other viewers. The findings also showed a high
usage rate of the YouTube app by the participants, which proved
that watching YouTube videos on a mobile phone has replaced
the TV as a daily activity as the platform is not limited by space or
time. In the end, Generation Z considers watching YouTube as a
hobby, leisurely activity and a quick way to acquire information.

Some Generation Z viewers are subscribed to certain YouTube
channels and actively participate in online non-face-to-face
communications, including sharing of their opinions and ideas,

Table 1 Description of participants (N= 15).

Participant Age Occupation Favourite contents Spent on watching YouTube
(per week)

Average time on Watching YouTube
(min/day)

A 14 Middle school student Fashion product review, Vlog 7 660
B 14 Middle school student Fashion hauls, styling, Vlog 3 60
C 14 Middle school student Fashion hauls, product review 7 120
D 15 Middle school student Fashion hauls, styling 7 90
E 15 Middle school student Fashion product review, Vlog 7 120
F 16 High school student Fashion product review, hauls 7 30
G 17 High school student Fashion product review, styling 3 120
H 17 High school student Styling, Vlog 7 120
I 17 High school student Fashion product review, Vlog 7 120
J 18 High school student Fashion product review, hauls 3 120
K 18 High school student Fashion product review, hauls 5 60
L 22 Undergraduate Styling, hauls 4 60
M 22 Undergraduate Fashion hauls, Vlog 7 120
N 23 Undergraduate Fashion product review 7 180
O 24 Postgraduate student Fashion hauls 7 240
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chatting and commenting. They band together and have a sense
of belonging pursuing non-face-to-face interactions. In addition,
they attempt to imitate the external attractions of a YouTuber
while following the YouTuber’s Social network service account,
give favourable comments, ask for product information and copy
what they see. With regard to the phenomenon of ‘fandom’ where
individuals follow certain celebrities and pursue interactions with
them, Johnson notes that fans form their selves and embody their
identities by aligning themselves with a celebrity who is similar to
themselves and one who has intimacy and values they share (Seok
and Cho, 2016). In other words, Generation Z’s spontaneously
viewing and copying a YouTube video can be viewed as attempts
to show/define their identity by sharing experiences with a group
to which they belong on social media.

The participants’ YouTube fashion content viewership experi-
ences were expressed in a manner from which eight structural
themes were drawn from several subthemes. These were clustered
and analysed with the aim of describing the themes and the
essence of the phenomenon. The findings are as follows: feelings
about YouTubers, effects of YouTube fashion content on
perceptions of looks and appearance management behaviour of
viewers. Examples of structural themes and textural subthemes
are shown in Table 2.

Perception and feelings about fashion YouTubers
Perceptions of fashion YouTubers’ appeal. The study examined the
participants’ general perception of the appeal of fashion You-
Tubers and assessed their emotional reaction to the reliability of
information YouTubers provide and the formation of bonds.
Previous study found that viewers copy the appearance man-
agement routines provided by beauty YouTubers (Choi and
Behm-Morawitz, 2017). This is especially so for teenagers who are

highly interested in how they look and are more influenced by
specific and visual cues such as clothing than by abstract cues
from celebrities they see in the media (Ryan, 1966).

We deduced from the interviews that the research participants
do not just want to look like the fashion YouTubers, but also want
to emulate their behaviour, habits and values. Unlike traditional
celebrities, YouTubers are regarded as honest, natural, friendly
and attractive. Furthermore, teenagers attach great importance to
the sexual attraction of fashion YouTubers and value this physical
attraction more than internal characteristics like personality and
values. The participants cited specific body parts of a YouTuber,
including the eyes, legs and waist, and reported that they were
attractive because they (YouTubers) look like their ideal beauty.

[She] has a really nice body. It’s her attraction. If Ryu’s
Penna has a slender waist, it’s all the better. I say a wasp
waist. In particular, her legs are most charming so I want a
look like her. She has very long and thin legs and also a slim
waist. (B, Middle school student, 14 years old)

Trust in information by fashion YouTubers. With regard to the
reliability of the information provided by fashion YouTubers,
every participant reported that the fashion YouTubers they watch
have internal and external attractions or that they had purchased
fashion goods or followed the appearance management methods
introduced by the YouTubers. According to previous studies,
Generation Z respects others by never doing what others do not
want (Singh and Dangmei, 2016; Daehaknaeil20s Lab, 2018).
Although Generation Z is skilled at non-face-to-face interactions
where they share information and opinions with others online,
they do not see themselves as simple viewers or consumers who
just browse for product information. They instead demand a real

Table 2 Structural themes and textural subthemes.

Structural themes Textural subthemes

Perception and feeling about fashion YouTubers
Affection for physical and inner beauty ▪ Feeling affection for YouTuber’s physical or fancy style

▪ Expert information about fashion
▪ Positive behaviour, attitude, habits, values of YouTubers
▪ Teenagers are especially interested in appearance/sexual appeal of YouTubers

Suspicion of advertising and partial trust ▪Generally trust the products YouTubers introduce and agree with their opinions
▪ YouTubers are regarded as honest, natural, friendly and attractive
▪ Scepticism about TV celebrities, avoid intended advertisement

Non-face-to-face bonds ▪ Friendly explanation of everyday appearance management
▪ Similar lifestyle and age, common experiences, personal story
▪ Preferred distance from YouTuber (don’t want to be a friends in reality)

The effects of YouTube fashion content on perception of looks
Formation of an ideal body image and increased
surveillance of self

▪Direct appearance and body related social comparison with YouTubers
▪Active acceptance of YouTubers’ opinion about appearance
▪Upward comparison of social status with YouTubers

Acceptance/rejection of the diversity of face or body ▪ Satisfaction with appearance and emphasis on individuality
▪ Separation of ideal and beauty in reality (I can understand diversity in appearance on
YouTube but I can’t be like that)

Pursue their own individuality ▪ Recognising YouTubers’ appearance and fashion style as individuality
▪ Partial recombination of YouTubers’ fashion style or appearance management
behaviour in everyday life

The effects of YouTube fashion content on appearance management behaviour
Following YouTubers’ appearance management ▪ Covering complex appearances or body shapes (makeup, change of body shape using

fashion items)
▪ Eager to improve current appearance (increased interest in cosmetic surgery or
procedure, beauty massage, diet pill)

Search for fashion goods based on the viewers’ taste ▪ Exploring and sharing new fashion styles on YouTube algorithm (new fashion brand,
item, searching for review contents)

▪Desire to be distinguished from others (in real life) using fashion items
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emotional link or attachment with the brand or influencer
(Muret, 2019).

As a result, the degree of trust in these cases differed for each
research participant. Some reported that they generally trust the
products YouTubers introduce and agree with their opinions.
However, others replied that they do not trust them and that they
need proper and critical perspectives, because it is now common
for fashion YouTubers to obtain sponsorship of a product and
produce promotional videos similar to those on TV, which was
not the case in the early days of the YouTubers’ career. They tend
to be wary of anything that is doubtful and are curious about
whether their information is ‘fact from experience’ or ‘intended
advertisement’. This indicates that even though Generation Z is
more influenced by YouTubers than by traditional celebrities,
they rely only on what they have experienced, not on unnatural
advertisements by YouTubers.

As for dress, I only believe a thing seen in a video
objectively, like finishing. No matter how much I like
fashion YouTubers, I believe only what I see (D, Middle
school student, 15 years old).

Virtual bonds with fashion YouTubers. Most of the research
participants reported that the friendly explanation and natural
communication of YouTubers were helpful in forming virtual
bonds with them. The YouTubers are usually of a similar age to
viewers, have similar personal stories and make content based on
their similar lifestyles.

However, some participants seemed to be uncomfortable with
having deep relationships with them. Generation Z prefers
distance from others and share their tastes and interests without
causing any discomfort to others. This result supports the
assumption that Generation Z prioritises privacy over collective
interest in human relations.

I don’t want to make friends with them because it can be a
violation of their privacy. I want to leave my favourite one
in a video as he is (A, Middle school student, 14 years old).

Effects of YouTube fashion content on perception of looks. The
interviewees actively searched for content regarding their looks,
including topics such as plastic surgery, makeup, body care and
fashion styles. This had a variety of effects on their perception of
how they look and their appearance management behaviour.

Formation of an ideal body image and increased surveillance of
self. Previous studies have found that Generation Z’s social media
activities can lead to dissatisfaction with their looks (Fardouly and
Vartanian, 2015; Tamplin et al., 2018) and how others on social
media make them view their looks in a negative light. In other
words, their upward comparisons of body images with those of
fashion YouTubers lead to dissatisfaction with their looks. This
corresponds with previous research findings that users on social
media actively interpret and share a lot of information (Hafer-
kamp et al., 2012), compare how they look with the highly visual
images of ideal women on media (Ridgway and Clayton, 2016),
and that this comparison on social media increased dissatisfaction
with their looks (Fardouly and Vartanian, 2015).

Similar to prior research, the participants showed a lot of
interest in theirs and others’ appearances and expressed specific
recognition of their looks or body size, improving and
maintaining these factors according to their level of satisfaction
with their appearance. This revealed that participants who are
unsatisfied with their looks watched YouTube fashion videos as a
means of collecting information to mitigate their complex.

Videos seem to have skinny people only. I don't have any
feeling about plump ones, but only skinny and pretty girls
stand out. Specifically, seeing the legs of YouTubers in the
videos, I think I’ll be able to wear the skinny jeans they are
wearing only when I lose weight.

(I, High school student, 17 years old)

Things I thought as trivial seem to be a little important. For
instance, YouTubers have fair skin and when I see mine, I
say, ‘Ah, suddenly I want to remove my pimples.’

(F, High school student, 16 years old)

Their high interest in looks and specific fashion tastes lead to
constant and habitual watching of YouTube fashion videos and
this has influenced how they perceive their bodies. They used
negative words/expressions like ‘inferior appearance’, ‘fat/chubby
body’, ‘gave up on improvement of my appearance’ and ‘everyone is
beautiful except me’ to highlight unsatisfactory self-perceptions of
how they look. The participants mentioned that the lost their self-
esteem or self-respect after watching fashion-related content. This
proves that YouTube fashion videos may have numerous
emotional effects on viewers’ perception of their looks. For
example, a viewer watched a fashion video by a YouTuber who
had similar eyes, skin colour and facial shape and heard the
YouTuber say that she had a complex. In this case, the viewer
would interpret her looks negatively regardless of whether it is
true and might develop a desire for plastic surgery. When a
YouTuber delivers professional information in a friendly manner,
viewers are immersed in the role as both fan and friend and form
one-sided bonds with the influencer. As a result, the viewers
expressed their body dissatisfaction similar to that of comparing
peers with themselves in everyday life. Although this is a virtual
relationship, viewers can still feel the bond and it makes
appearance-related social comparison easy.

I’d been satisfied with my eyes but my favourite YouTuber
resembling me said it was her weak point. I liked rounded
eyes but she said it was a complex. So, I thought ‘Ah, the
Mongolian fold is not good.’ I want to have an epicanthic
surgery, as soon as possible.

(H, High school student, 17 years old)

You know, I didn’t have any dissatisfaction with my legs
but I came to have a complex about them while seeing
fashion YouTubers with very long and pretty legs.

(B, Middle school student, 14 years old)

Acceptance of the diverse face/body shapes and lowering of ideal
beauty standards. There were cases where viewers came to per-
ceive people with different looks, body types and fashion tastes
that they met on YouTube as having their own individuality,
unlike on TV, and thus gained confidence in their own looks.
They reported that YouTubers were unique and attractive when
they put on makeup that differentiated them from others or wore
a fashion style that fit their body type, even if the body does not
meet the typical conditions for beauty in Korea, including a
skinny body, an egg-shaped face, eyes with double eyelids and a
high and natural nose like those of TV celebrities (Lee, 2019c).
Therefore, rather than accepting stereotypes such as a skinny
body and a face with perfect proportions as pushed by traditional
media, some Generation Z recognised the diversity of looks
through YouTube, regained confidence in their looks and thought
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of their body image more positively. This demonstrates that the
high standards of ideal beauty presented by traditional media are
being changed, and that Generation Z emphasises individual
beauty and personality as well as the unique attraction of
YouTubers.

However, despite recognising and accepting how diverse looks
can be, some of the participants still gave contradictory opinions,
saying there is no change in the standards for ideal beauty in the
society to which they belong. Hence, they need skin or body care
and have to lose weight. This reflects how deeply lookism, which
places emphasis on external appearance, has been rooted in our
society in the last few decades.

It’s not that there are only slim persons on YouTube. There
are small and tall YouTubers and plump and skinny
YouTubers. Seeing all of them, I think ‘Should I really lose
weight, or maybe I can try this on, such as a stylish dress.’

(N, College student, 23 years old)

Enhancement of the tendency to pursue individuality. Participants
who rejected conformity to the ideal body and face and recog-
nised the diversity of looks took time to pick fashion styles that
highlighted their individuality and physical attraction. In answer
to questions about wearing fashion brand products that popular
with their peers, they said ‘I don’t like it maybe because I can lose
my individuality,’ and ‘My favourite is everything no matter what
they wear’, showing a strong desire to express themselves through
clothing. Generation Z has different tendencies from that of prior
generations. Thus, fashion YouTubers should respect their taste
and encourage them to explore their individuality.

I think I have to pursue my own individuality when I get
dressed. So, I think I have to find unique things different
compared to others when buying clothes at shops near
Gangnam Station.

(B, Middle school student, 14 years old)

There appear many unique people on YouTube, so I came
to know that even strange–looking persons can dress up
considering their individuality. Therefore, I apply styles
partially while watching YouTube videos. (H, High school
student, 17 years old)

Effects of YouTube fashion content on appearance management
behaviour. Continued viewing of YouTube fashion videos influ-
ences not only Generation Z’s perception of looks but also their
practical appearance management behaviour, including direct
changes of their faces and bodies as well as their clothing
behaviour.

Immediate copying of appearance management based on concrete
information. Some participants watch videos of fashion YouTu-
bers who look like themselves to handle their appearance com-
plex. They apply detailed information about makeup and skin
care on YouTube to their everyday lives. In addition, after
watching videos that show the evolution from bare faces to faces
with makeup, they conclude that there is no need for plastic
surgery. They believe they should accept how they look and
showed more interest in makeover videos and fashion goods that
complement their body type, especially YouTube videos that
introduce relatively low-priced makeup or apparel products. If the
brand receives favourable responses from viewers, the consumers
will purchase and use it, which will, in turn, boost their satis-
faction with their looks. Information about makeup, cosmetics,

plastic surgeries and fashion styles that are provided by YouTu-
bers are compiled and imitated. The responses below show that
YouTube celebrities have great influence on the daily appearance
management of Generation Z.

I see and copy almost everything, like face shading, putting
on a high lighter and an eye liner and cutting side hair to
cover parts without hair. I also learn how to cover my jaw
line or cheekbone.

(K, High school student, 18 years old)

Videos about a plastic surgery show pain frankly but I want
to do it because they are so pretty after surgery. Everything
is possible if you can have plastic surgery. I mean nose and
double-eyelid surgeries. I made a plan with my friend.

(A, Middle school student, 14 years old)

Search for fashion goods reflecting the taste and application of
fashion style. Fashion YouTubers do not only upload videos that
recommend fashion products. They also produce lifestyle videos
that attract viewers’ attention or reflect their specific tastes.
Examples include Coordination for Youth School Trip, Recom-
mended Fashion for Cute College Students and Recommended
Cost-Effective Brand. This shows that Generation Z watch review
or product comparison videos on YouTube based on the algo-
rithm function before purchasing goods and thus lower the risk
associated with online purchases like not being able to wear or use
a product beforehand, or searching for an optimal alternative that
fits their desired style.

By the way, I don’t like to wear a brand which others put
on. They have the same taste. I don’t care about brands so I
buy and wear something before it is in vogue after watching
a fashion YouTube video.

(F, High school student, 16 years old)

Discussion
This study aimed to ascertain the influence of YouTube fashion
content on female Generation Z through in-depth interviews of
15 of them. The research findings are discussed below.

First, the Generation Z research participants consumed a lot
YouTube videos daily. They believe that their pursuit of fun and
information on YouTube is an important part of their daily life.
They watch YouTube fashion videos on their smartphones and
their particular favourites are videos on introduction and
unboxing of particular fashion goods, fashion coordination and
reviews of fashion items. Generation Z considers YouTube a
medium for leisure. In particular, they were grouped around
specific fashion YouTubers who they have great affection,
through activities such as asking or sharing information,
expressing their opinions and having virtual communications
with others. Moreover, Generation Z selects what they watch and
what influencer they follow based on personal fashion/beauty
tastes. They sometimes feel more in tune with YouTubers who
share information in a friendly manner than with famous TV
celebrities. The participants view YouTubers as attractive and
have a desire to imitate their internal aspects as well, including
their character, attitude and values.

Second, the replies given by the research participants provided
the different ways they view YouTubers, from informants, to
trustees and influencers. Most of all, they were more influenced
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by YouTube celebrities than by famous celebrities on TV or
magazines because YouTube celebrities had an ideal image, their
own unique charm and a taste similar to theirs. They feel
friendlier towards YouTubers because they have lived life in an
environment similar to theirs and provide information they can
easily copy. Previous studies on Generation Z state that they are
characterised by scepticism and avoiding unnecessary relation-
ships, even though they are influenced more by influencers than
traditional celebrities (Singh and Dangmei, 2016; Na, 2018). They
have a dual image when forming stable relations with others
(Chicca and Shellenbarger, 2018), which manifests in their neu-
tral attitudes when accepting information provided by YouTu-
bers, in their fact-checking their experiences and also in their
rejection of face-to-face relationships with YouTubers. When it
comes to accepting fashion-related information from influencers
such as recommendations, styling, product review, they reject
conformity to the ideal style and pursue their own individuality.
This tendency is a Generation Z characteristic that explains
teenagers’ sense of belonging when they wear clothes worn by
their peers, as they have no firm fashion tastes (Kang, 1974) and
gain psychological stability by wearing name-brand products to
express an image similar to the group to which they belong
(Kim, 1975).

Third, Generation Z’s perception of looks in various media is
influenced by YouTube videos. Similar to earlier research on
increased dissatisfaction levels with their bodies in young women
after using tradition media (Bell and Dittmar, 2011), or partici-
pating in social media activity (Fardouly and Vartanian, 2015;
Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017; Tamplin et al., 2018), partici-
pants formed subjective body images while comparing their looks
with those of YouTubers and expressed dissatisfaction with how
they (participants) look. This result supports findings in previous
research that viewers who imitate fashion and makeup tips given
by YouTubers with the ideal body type are eventually influenced
to change their lifestyle (Kim et al., 2018). In particular, one-way
bonds and familiarity with YouTubers who have the ideal body
(Grabe et al., 2008) or live a similar lifestyle make it easier for
viewers to build a consensus formation (Abidin, 2016). This
shows that social comparisons of physical appearance or body
dissatisfaction in Generation Z can be affected by YouTube in a
similar pattern as friends in face-to-face interactions.

Fourth, Generation Z is very curious about the fashion goods
introduced by fashion YouTubers and actively use YouTube as a
source of appearance management tips. They watch and imme-
diately copy videos with titles like ‘Makeup Process’, ‘Advice on
Skin Care’, ‘Fashion Coordination Methods’ and ‘Body Care
Methods’ made by fashion YouTubers. When a product fits their
taste, it leads to actual consumption, which boosts their appear-
ance. Relatively inexpensive products for everyday life that are sui
for their age and consumption level are introduced in these
videos, and this stimulates their desire to consume that product.
As a result, Generation Z women pursue improved external
images under the influence of YouTubers and actively purchase
and use certain products. These findings correspond with to those
from other studies, which found that social media use exposed
viewers to ideal body images and led to comparisons and their
copying others’ appearance management methods (Djafarova and
Rushworth, 2017; Kim et al., 2018).

Conclusion
Generation Z consumes various fashion YouTube videos using
their mobile devices, actively express their opinions and share
information with others. This shows that while the older gen-
eration passively receive information about trends and fashion
goods from traditional media, including TV, magazines and

specialised books, Generation Z uses YouTube as a type of
fashion media and quickly acquires a variety of information about
fashion, including appearance management, style and trends.
Furthermore, Generation Z conducts comparative analysis of
information they desire out of the flood they access on their
mobile devices. Even when they have a favourable attitude
towards the fashion YouTubers they watch, Generation Z is
sometimes sceptical about some of the information on appear-
ance management they provide and has limited relationships with
them based on their own clear standards of relations with others.

Generation Z has become very interested in the appearance
management behaviour shown in the videos and the fashion
brands and goods introduced by YouTubers. This has a variety of
effects on their perception of how they look and appearance
management behaviour, leading to their purchase of the adver-
tised goods. They are constantly exposed to appearance man-
agement videos, and therefore, sometimes perceive their body
image negatively or engage in upward comparisons with You-
Tubers. In conclusion, the fashion-related content on YouTube
watched by Generation Z has many effects on appearances: the
acceptance of the diversity of beauty; the enhancement of the
pursuit of individuality; the search for specific tastes and negative
effects on their perception of how they look.

As such, Generation Z is greatly influenced by the words and
actions of fashion YouTubers and by the visual stimuli they
provide. Their information about products and appearance
management are used as indexes of their lifestyles and con-
sumption habits. Accordingly, their viewing of YouTube videos
can be connected to the actual purchase of a product beyond fun
or leisure, meaning that detailed marketing strategy research on
their characteristics is needed. For instance, because Generation Z
has favourable attitudes toward YouTubers, their close relation-
ships with and loyalty to YouTubers may be used as marketing
tools. Moreover, because Generation Z pursue their own per-
sonalities and are greatly interested in how they look, YouTube
can grow as an independent fashion medium if it can read fashion
trends fast.

This study examined the effect YouTube fashion content have
on the perception and appearance management behaviour of
female Generation Z viewers. The study is expected enable better
understanding of Generation Z, not from quantitative values
about social media use or consumption patterns, but from a
context of voluntary YouTube watching experience. The study
also identified the various effects two-way media have on per-
ception of looks, going further than existing research that confirm
that one-way media have effects on individual perception of
looks. However, this study has some limitations. First, it exam-
ined only short-term YouTube watching experience between 1
and 2 years. Hence, a follow-up study is needed on what effect
long-term YouTube watching has on individual perception of
looks and appearance management behaviour. Second, these
research findings cannot be generalised because the interviews
were conducted with only a limited number of young Korean
women who enjoyed watching fashion-related content. These
results cannot be said that all persons in Generation Z watch
YouTube or that fashion videos only negatively affect Generation
Z’s perception of appearance, even if their media usage rate is
higher than the other generations. Thus, this study is not enough
to represent all members of Generation Z. Therefore, the next
study on the experience of young male viewers of YouTube
content will be helpful in understanding their current media uses,
media influence on self-perceptions and appearance management
behaviour from different perspectives.

This study has implications for fashion marketing and media
that target Generation Z. First, it is possible to enhance the image
of a fashion brand or the persuasive power of a product if it uses
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YouTube celebrities for its marketing, because there is active
communication between YouTube celebrities and Generation Z.
Furthermore, Generation Z trusts the factual information pro-
vided by YouTubers. Here, indirect advertising strategies using
YouTubers will be more appealing to Generation Z for product
reliability and authenticity, rather than traditional celebrities.
Furthermore, given that Generation Z is interested in funny or
persuasive brands, story-based marketing with a unique char-
acter that allows consumers to have new experiences will appeal
to them. Second, as shown in the research findings, fashion-
themed videos are bringing about changes not only in the media
use of Generation Z but also in their perception and behaviour
related to appearance. Therefore, we should pay attention to the
fact that YouTube video content emphasising an excessively
skinny body or indiscreetly recommending cosmetic surgeries
may promote lookism to viewers. In addition, it is necessary to
have active discussions about the adequacy of introduced pro-
ducts and the regulation on advertisement. In conclusion, You-
Tubers who produce fashion video contents need to take the
responsibility that they should produce videos with appropriate
value standards for appearance considering the influence they
have on viewers.
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